
 

 

 

HANDLING & DELIVERY CONDITIONS 

MJS ACCESSORIES: 

1. Quoted prices exclude GST. 

2. All flooring accessory orders are applicable to the following Metropolitan forwarding charges; Brisbane & 

Melbourne $35.00; Sydney $40.00; all other MJS locations $25.00 

3. A delivery charge of $100.00/ hour is applicable to metropolitan project sites. 

4. Pricing in this accessory price list is FOB Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne  

5. Regional locations may be applicable to freight surcharges on selected ranges; please check this with your 

local MJS Flooring Trade Warehouse Manager. 

6. Note:  the complete range of flooring accessories is not stocked in all MJS locations. 

7. All account payments to be made by EFT to our nominated bank account.  Our account details are as 

follows: 

Commonwealth Bank – Mt Gravatt 

BSB: 064 118 A/C 1010 9733 

MJS RESIDENTIAL FLOORING 

1. Quoted prices exclude GST.           

2. Pricing is FOB capital cities being Brisbane/Sydney/Melbourne. 

3. Additional freight surcharges may be applicable to all other MJS stocking locations.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

4. A $75.00 residential metropolitan forwarding charge applies to all orders shipped to either capital city 

metropolitan customer’s premises or country freight forwarders. This includes the categories as listed 

within this price list. 

5. A capital city Metropolitan forwarding charge of $100.00 / hour, or part thereof, is applicable to all 

building sites, with forklift availability. 

6. A baling fee of $47.50 is applicable to all Tru Turf cut lengths. 

7. All MJS goods being returned for credit must have an authorisation number from MJS Accounts 

Receivable prior to returning.  Please note: as MJS Residential stock holdings are in Brisbane, any goods 

being returned for credit are to be shipped by the customer direct to MJS Brisbane, with the freighting 

costs of such the responsibility of the customer. 

8. Orders can be placed verbally with Customer Service but will only be shipped upon receipt of written 

confirmation stating Order No., meterage, product, colour, pricing and transportation/delivery details-

orders can be emailed to MJS Customer Service on customerservice@mjsfc.com.au  

9. All orders are applicable to our Terms & Conditions of Sale – www.mjsfloorcoverings.com.au/contact-us/ 

10. MJS Warehouse Customer Storage Charges:  Pallet/Roll IN = $4.00/item  |  Pallet/Roll Storage per week = 

$4.00/item  |  Pallet/Roll OUT = $4.00/item.  Note:  Customers to insure own stock whilst stored at MS 

warehouses.  

  

 Installation Conditions:  

1. Upon MJS's  delivery of order and prior to installation, it is the customer's responsibility to check the 

delivery in that the  correct range, colour, pattern, batch and quantity was supplied as ordered.  If the 

material has, in fact, been cut or installed, no adjustments or claims will be considered by MJS for any of the 

reasons as listed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

http://www.mjsfloorcoverings.com.au/contact-us/


2. Please ensure installation is as per manufacturers recommendations.                                                                                                                                                                                         

3. Product warranty information can be found on the MJS website  

 

MJS COMMERCIAL FLOORING 

 
1. Quoted prices exclude GST.           

2. Pricing is FOB capital cities being Brisbane/Hobart/Adelaide whilst within our standard shipping 
schedule from Armstrong. 

3. Express shipments outside of our standard shipping schedule may attract additional shipping charges. 
4. A metropolitan forwarding charge of $75.00 is applicable on all Armstrong commercial flooring orders 

shipped to either capital city metropolitan customers premises (excluding Darwin) or country freight 
forwarders.  

5. MJS Flooring Trade Warehouses offering "quick ship programs" will be applicable to an additional 
freight surcharge on locally stocked floorcovering items. In addition to this, an MJS Flooring Trade 
Warehouse forwarding charge may be applicable on goods shipped at MJS's expense. 

6. A capital city Metropolitan forwarding charge of $100.00 / hour, or part thereof, is applicable to all 
building sites with forklift availability.  

7. A cut length surcharge of 17.5% is applicable for all commercial vinyl orders less than one roll in any 
given colour.  

8. A baling fee of $18.50 is applicable to all cut lengths.  
9. Tiles/Planks only sold by the carton.  
10. Armstrong timber pallets will be charged out at $25.00/each and stillages at $75.00/each and 

credited upon return to either MJS Brisbane, Adelaide or Melbourne Regional Warehouses.  
11. Armstrong Commercial goods being returned for credit must have an authorisation number from MJS 

Accounts Receivable prior to returning. Please note: as MJS Armstrong commercial stock holdings are 
in Brisbane or Melbourne, any goods being returned for credit are to be shipped by the customer 
direct to MJS Brisbane or Melbourne, with the freighting costs of such the responsibility of the 
customer. 

12. Orders can be placed verbally with Customer Service but will only be shipped upon receipt of written 
confirmation stating Order No., meterage, product, colour, pricing and transportation/delivery 
details.  

 

Installation Conditions: 

1. Upon MJS's delivery of order and prior to installation, it is the customer's responsibility to check the 

delivery in that the correct range, colour, pattern, batch and quantity was supplied as ordered. If the 

material has, in fact, been cut or installed, no adjustments or claims will be considered by MJS for any of 

the reasons as listed.  

2. Please ensure installation is as per manufacturer’s recommendations.  

3. Product warranty information can be found on the MJS website 

       

Note: Full details of our Terms & Conditions can be found on the MJS website 


